In a fraction of time a manual assessment would take, CloudPilot provides expert and accurate analysis on Azure PaaS and IaaS migration for optimal strategy development. CloudPilot uses static code analysis to analyze and assess cloud readiness, migration options, remediation recommendations, level of effort and testing against enterprise technology controls and policies.

Key Benefits and Capabilities

Automation provides fast and accurate analysis to let you focus on the right strategy and planning for your digital transformation.

- **Fast and Easy Migration Estimates**
  Automation simplifies and accelerates analytics to mere minutes so you can focus on strategy and planning.

- **Clear Modernization Guidance**
  Static code analysis provides code block and line of code detail, replacement code, and level of effort.

- **Reduce Expenses and Downtime**
  Ensures use of best coding practices, only pay for services used and minimize server downtime.

- **Safe, Secure and Compliant Migration**
  Up-to-date security recommendations plus key certifications and policies maintain compliance.

- **Supported Application Languages**
  Covering over 70% of the most popular coding languages including .Net, Python, PHP and Java.

- **Database Platform Migration**
  Migrate a variety of database types such as SQL Server, Oracle, Linux, MySQL, PostgreSQL and SAP.
Analysis in Minutes, Not Months

"UnifyCloud's platform allows you to modernize large portfolios of apps and databases in months instead of years and smaller portfolios in hours instead of months"  

Jody Roberts, CEO of Northern Data

24 Applications + 65 Databases = 6,706,117 Lines of Code

Assessed Manually: 2,010 Dev-Days  
Assessed by CloudPilot: 134 Minutes

The CloudPilot Journey

Step 1: Scan and Upload your applications or databases  
Step 2: Analyze in minutes, generating a detailed assessment  
Step 3: Use detailed remediation guidance to save time and effort  
Step 4: Modernize with integrated migration to Azure  
Step 5: Secure, manage, and optimize your cloud environment

A Cloud Partner You Can Trust

2020 Partner of the Year Winner  
Solution Assessment Award  
Microsoft  
Inc. 500  
Microsoft Gold Partner

Ready to learn more? Schedule a discussion today!  
unifycloud.com/bookings

UnifyCloud  
Discover Once, Many Engagements

UnifyCloud, recognized as the 2020 Microsoft Worldwide Solution Assessment Partner of the Year, is a global information technology and cloud solutions provider specializing in accelerating digital transformation and managing cybersecurity, compliance, and cost in the cloud. Developed by a team of former Microsoft architects, developers and cybersecurity professionals, we make your journey to the cloud fast, smooth and efficient.

Phone: +1-800-535-7443  Email: info@unifycloud.com  Web: www.unifycloud.com  Solutions: www.cloudatlasinc.com